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Highlights:8

• A multiphase CFD model was used to simulate flame spread in pine needles in still air9

• Fitting the pyrolysis model with fuel species specific data impacted burning rate10

• An updated char oxidation model was shown to provide reasonable results11

• The model was able to capture fuel structure effects on spread and heat transfer12

Abstract:13

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models have increased in use for studying scenarios relevant14

to wildland fires, such as examination of the driving processes in flame spread in vegetative fuels.15

However, these tools utilize a complex set of submodels which require a large number of input16

parameters. Often the full set of fuel-specific parameters are not well-quantified and the user must17

rely upon the best available information. In this study, we examine the implications of using18

different simple models for thermal decomposition when simulating flame spread through a bed of19

dead pine needles in quiescent conditions. Model results using one set of common literature20

values are compared to those using data from milligram-scale characterizations of the fuel. An21

updated model for char oxidation is also implemented and tested. It was found that the literature22

values over-predicted mass loss rate by a factor of 2.4, while the fuel-specific values yielded23

predictions within the experimental uncertainty. A simple approach to decomposition modeling24

was also shown to be useful for investigating the role of bed structure on flame spread and the heat25

flux within the fuel bed.26
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1. Introduction28

Quantifying and mitigating the impact of wildland fires is a complex, multi-scale problem. Large29

uncontrolled wildland and wildland-urban interface (WUI) fires have been increasing in severity in30

recent years. However, understanding the behavior and impact of prescribed fires, which may31

occur at different spatial and temporal scales, is equally important for informing long-term32

solutions. Therefore, it is necessary to have robust engineering tools which allow the exploration33

of different scenarios, ranging from the evaluation of the impact of wildland and WUI fires to the34

planning of prescribed fires.35

In recent years, detailed computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models, typically employing a36
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multiphase formulation [1–3], have emerged as one such tool for investigating the driving37

processes of various phenomena related to wildland fires. The use of this technique has been38

described in several reviews of wildland fire modeling [4–6]. In a number of cases, efforts have39

been made to evaluate these models against detailed experimental measurements (i.e. beyond40

spread rate) as the quality of the models depend on their ability to predict underlying physical41

phenomena which dictate global fire behavior. Such models have been compared to experimental42

data related to the burning of individual plants [7, 8], ignition and flame spread in simple fuels43

beds (pine needles, excelsior, wood sticks) at laboratory scale [9–14], and more complex fuel beds44

at field scale [15]. Nevertheless, this approach for modeling flame spread in natural fuels requires45

a wide range of detailed input parameters, and the models are still in need of a considerable degree46

of testing and validation.47

One of the challenges for this type of CFD modeling is providing an adequate description of the48

mechanisms involved in the thermal decomposition of vegetative material. Typically, this49

decomposition is assumed to involve three main steps: drying, pyrolysis, and char50

oxidation. [1, 16]. A number of studies have focused on the fundamental description of these51

processes in vegetation — particularly pyrolysis [e.g. 17, 18]. In a few cases, these detailed models52

have been applied to the full CFD approach. Borujerdi et al. [19] used a ten-reaction pyrolysis53

model in the simulation of the burning of a single leaf. Leventon and Bruns [20] fit a pyrolysis54

model with three reactions to data from a variety of foliage and stem samples and tested the55

sensitivity when applying these models to simulations of grass fires. Often the main reactions are56

assumed to be related to cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin but the details are more complex [21].57

Ahmed et al. [14] also used a three-component pyroylsis model to simulate flame spread through58

pine wood sticks. In many cases, however, very detailed species-specific characterization of the59

decomposition mechanisms are not available and it also may not be practical to calibrate complex60

decomposition models to every possible fuel type. The alternative is to rely upon literature values.61

Indeed, many studies have employed simple one-step models, often with the same set of constants.62

For this reason, it is worth exploring the sensitivity to this generalized approach.63

In this study we quantify the potential sensitivity of a CFD model to the application of simple64

thermal decomposition models when simulating flame spread through a bed of pine needles under65

quiescent (no-wind) conditions [22]. We are able to leverage the fact that recent work has helped66

to parameterize submodels for drag and convection in these fuel beds [23, 24]. A set of commonly67

applied models to describe drying, pyrolysis, and char oxidation was used and compared to68

experimental flame spread data. The model coefficients were then tuned to milligram-scale69

measurements which are specific to the species under investigation. In addition, an updated model70

for char oxidation, based on a mass transport principle, was implemented. In this way, the study71

builds upon previous simulations in similar fuel beds which do not consider these adaptations of72

the thermal decomposition. After quantifying the role of these simple models, the model was also73

evaluated for its ability to predict flame spread as a function of fuel bed properties and for the74

prediction of heat fluxes.75
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2. Materials and Methods76

2.1 Experimental measurements77

The numerical simulations described in this work were based on the experimental data of78

Campbell-Lochrie et al. [22, 25]. In this work, the effects of fuel bed structure on flame spread in79

pine needles under quiescent conditions were examined in detail. Due to the absence of applied80

wind, the flow through the fuel bed and the impact of structure was driven by buoyancy of the81

plume. Experiments were conducted on a fuel bed measuring 1.50 m x 0.67 m (with a variable82

depth), and comprised of dead Pinus rigida (pitch pine) needles. The bed was supported by a83

vermiculite table and sidewalls were set such that they extended 3 cm above the fuel height to84

restrict lateral entrainment. Flame spread was initiated by igniting an acetone soaked wick at one85

end of the bed. An example of one such experiment is shown in Fig. 2. In this study we focused on86

several experimental measurements which are valuable for model comparison. These were:87

• Mass loss rate, measured by a load cell under the table;88

• Flame spread rate, measured by video analysis; and89

• Radiative heat flux, measured by sapphire-windowed, water-cooled heat flux gauges (i.e.90

radiometers) pointed upward from the table surface. Measurements were adjusted to91

account for the 85 % transmissivity of the sapphire window.92

2.2 Numerical model93

Simulations of flame spread in the pine needle beds were carried out using the National Institute of94

Standards and Technology (NIST) Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) version 6.7.9 [26]. This CFD95

model employs a large eddy simulation approach for solving a low-Mach number formulation of96

the Navier-Stokes equations. The conservation equations are approximated by finite differences,97

applied on a three-dimensional, rectilinear grid. Thermal radiation is computed using a finite98

volume technique. In this case, combustion is modeled as mixing-controlled with infinitely fast99

chemistry, using the eddy dissipation concept. We assume a single gas-phase reaction with a100

prescribed heat of combustion, soot yield, and radiative fraction, as described in Section 2.3. A101

full presentation of the model details, particularly of the gas-phase solution, is beyond the scope of102

this paper but can be found in the documentation [26, 27]. A good summary has also been given in103

a recent paper by Vanella et al. [28].104

In FDS, subgrid-scale vegetation can be incorporated with source and sink terms in the gas-phase105

conservation equations and the radiation transport equation through a multiphase formulation —106

in particular by using Lagrangian particles as surrogates to represent the vegetation within a given107

volume. Using this approach, the solid phase is assumed to be highly disperse such that porosity108

effects are neglected in the gas-phase and flow is modeled with the superficial velocity [23].109

Relevant details of the multiphase formulation as used to describe the vegetative fuel bed in this110

study are presented below.111
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2.2.1 Momentum and heat transfer112

The effect of bed drag on the surrounding fluid flow is represented with a bulk volumetric drag113

force in the gas-phase momentum equation [23]:114

fb =
d

2
2d2sfsVukuk, (1)

where 2d is a fuel particle drag coefficient, 2s is a shape factor, fs is the particle surface-to-volume115

ratio, and V is the fuel bed packing ratio. Following a previous investigation of flow through the116

same type of fuel bed, a Reynolds-dependent drag coefficient was used [29]:117

2d =

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

10
Re0.8

p
, Rep  1

10
Rep

(0.6 + 0.4 Re0.8
p ), 1 < Rep < 1000

1.0, Rep � 1000,

(2)

where Rep is a particle Reynolds number, Rep = 4D/fsa. For the shape factor, a value of 2s = 0.16118

was used to approximate projected area from surface area [23].119

In this particular scenario, fuel particles (pine needles) were assumed to behave as thermally thin.120

The energy equation for a particle can then be written as:121

ds 2p,s
d)s
dC

= ⌘cf
�
)g � )s

�
+ nsfs

✓
*

4
� f)4

s

◆
+ §@000s , (3)

where the terms on the right-hand side account for convection, radiation, and internal reactions.122

The solid density, ds, is the sum of the constituent material components, which in this case were123

taken to be water, dry vegetation, char, and ash. The specific heat, 2p,s, and particle emissivity, ns,124

are the weighted sum of the value for each material component. * is the integrated radiation125

intensity from the gas-phase and f is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant.126

The effect of forced convective heat exchange was represented using a Nusselt number correlation:127

NuF = 0.417 Re0.553
p Pr1/3, (4)

assuming a Prandtl number of Pr = 0.7. This model was taken from a previous investigation of128

convective heat transfer through the same type of fuel bed [24]. An additional Nusselt correlation129

was used to account for natural convection:130

NuN =
⇣
0.6 + 0.321 Ra1/6

⌘2
. (5)

For any given time step, the convective heat transfer coefficient is taken as the maximum value131

from these two correlations:132

⌘c =
:fs
4

max {NuN,NuF} , (6)

where : is the thermal conductivity of the gas.133
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2.2.2 Mass transfer134

Tracking the evolution of solid-phase mass is required both for computing exchanges with the gas135

phase and for evaluating the effect of any reactions on the solid-phase energy equation. Following136

previous studies, the thermal decomposition of the solid fuel is broken up into three137

single-reaction steps: drying (endothermic), pyrolysis (endothermic), and char oxidation138

(exothermic). More complex mechanisms have been considered for natural fuels (typically wood).139

These include multi-step reactions as well as the potential for exothermic oxidative pyrolysis.140

However, the focus here is on the description of these three main mechanisms. The evolution of141

the solid mass is determined according to:142

dds
dC

= �AH2O � (1 � achar) Apyr � (1 � aash) Achar, (7)

where Ax are the reaction rates. In this case, the drying and pyrolysis may proceed in parallel while143

the char oxidation occurs in series (char is formed as a product of pyrolysis). The energy source144

term in Eq. (3) is then:145

§@000s = ��⌘H2O AH2O � �⌘pyr Apyr � Achar
⇥
�⌘char � aO2,char

�
⌘O2 ()g) � ⌘O2 ()s)

� ⇤
, (8)

which depends on the respective heats of reaction, �⌘, and any change in sensible enthalpy related146

to bringing oxygen to the temperature of the solid during char oxidation, ⌘O2.147

A common approach to modeling the reaction rates is to employ Arrhenius kinetics [30]. In this148

case, the drying rate is:149

AH2O = ds,H2O�H2O)
=)
s exp

✓
�⇢H2O

')s

◆
(9)

and the pyrolysis rate is:150

Apyr = ds,dry�pyr exp
✓
�
⇢pyr

')s

◆
(10)

This requires the determination of kinetic constants, and because the necessary information is151

often unavailable for specific fuels a considerable number of studies have relied upon previously152

proposed values for pine needles, established by Porterie et al. [30]. These values are shown in the153

first column of Table 1 (model DM1).154

For this study, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) data were available for the specific vegetation155

considered [31]. We use data from 15 mg samples which were heated in air at a rate of 5 K/min and156

35 K/min, as shown in Fig. 1. Values of � and ⇢ were estimated for drying and pyrolysis by fitting157

the maximum normalized mass loss rate ( §m/m0) and the temperature at which this occurred [26].158

Equation (9) was simplified by assuming =) = 0. Note that because the tests were conducted in air,159

Fig. 1 also shows a third reaction: char oxidation. However, due to uncertainty in the details of the160

available surface area for this reaction in the TGA this part of the curve was not used for fitting.161

It is acknowledged that using this simple approach does not capture the behavior at all heating162

rates equally well [17, 18]. Therefore, we consider separate fits to each of the heating rates: model163

DM2 and DM3 for 5 K/min and model DM4 for 35 K/min (Table 1). This is discussed further in164

Supplementary Material. Future work may extend this analysis to investigate more complex fitting165
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techniques, such as those which produce conversion-degree dependent coefficients or involve166

multiple reactions. However, data for different vegetation types are often limited and so the aim167

here is to explore the sensitivity of the flame spread predictions to fitting the simple model to168

individual heating rates.169

Fig. 1. TGA data compared to modeled response with fit and literature values [30] of kinetic
constants for heating rates of a) 5 K/min and b) 35 K/min. Experimental curves are averages of
three tests.

In order to model the third reaction of char oxidation, a number of studies have employed the170

Arrhenius model proposed by Porterie et al. [30]:171

Achar =
d.O2

aO2,char
fs�char exp

✓
�⇢char

')s

◆ ⇣
1 + Vchar

p
Rep

⌘
. (11)

This model depends on the local density of oxygen (d.O2), the mass stoichiometric coefficient of172

oxygen consumed (aO2,char), the available surface area (f), and a coefficient to account for the173

effect that blowing has on enhancing the reaction rate (Vchar). This approach was used in models174

DM1 and DM2, with coefficients summarized in Table 1.175

This model does not directly consider the sub-grid effects of mass transport, as .O2 is the value in176

the surrounding gas-phase grid cell (at least in the FDS implementation, and the approach in the177

original reference is ambiguous). The effect is considered to some degree through the178

Reynolds-dependent term which enhances the oxidation rate due to a blowing effect. However, the179

origin of this adjustment and the importance of the value of Vchar are also not clear.180

An alternative approach is to account for the unresolved transport of oxygen to the particle surface181

more directly. In this case, we borrow from the approach of Boonmee and Quintiere [32] and182

model the surface oxidation of char as:183

Achar = .O2,surf fs �char exp
✓
�⇢char
')B

◆
, (12)

where .O2,surf is the mass fraction of oxygen at the particle surface and �char has units of kg/(m2 s)184

(compared to m/s in Eq. (11)). The oxygen mass fraction at the surface is determined by an185
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estimation of the mass transfer and conservation of mass, assuming any oxygen consumed by the186

reaction must be supplied through this transport:187

⌘< ln (⌫ + 1) = .O2,surf�char exp
✓
�⇢char
')B

◆
, (13)

188

⌫ =
.O2,1 � .O2,surf

aO2,char + .O2,surf
, (14)

where ⌘< = ⌘2/2? is the mass transfer coefficient and .O2,1 is the oxygen mass fraction in the189

surrounding grid cell. To solve for .O2,surf , we apply the following linear approximation for small190

values of ⌫ [33]:191

ln (⌫ + 1) ⇡ ⌫. (15)
In this way, a quadratic equation can be solved to obtain .O2,surf and solve Eq. (12). This192

alternative approach was used for models DM3 and DM4.193

The final aspect of decomposition which was modified was the assumed reaction for char194

oxidation. For models DM1-4 the mass stoichiometric coefficient of oxygen consumed (aO2,char)195

and the heat of reaction for char oxidation (�⌘char) were taken from [30]. These are lower than the196

theoretical values for complete combustion of carbon in oxygen [33]. Other models have197

accounted for incomplete combustion of char as a function of increasing temperature, which also198

leads to a reduced heat of reaction [10, 11] and such complexity may be considered in future199

iterations. However, in this case model DM5 modifies these values to consider an idealized200

reaction of pure carbon to carbon dioxide (again, summarized in Table 1).201

Table 1. Summary of thermal decomposition models tested. References are given where
appropriate.

Parameter DM1 DM2 DM3 DM4 DM5
�H2O 600,000 K0.5/s [30] 4830 1/s 4830 1/s 25,600 1/s 4830 1/s

⇢H2O 48,200 J/mol [30] 39,100 J/mol 39,100 J/mol 42,400 J/mol 39,100 J/mol

=) -0.5 0 0 0 0

�pyr 36,300 1/s [30] 1180 1/s 1180 1/s 2300 1/s 1180 1/s

⇢pyr 60,300 J/mol [30] 65,800 J/mol 65,800 J/mol 62,500 J/mol 65,800 J/mol

char model Eq. 11 Eq. 11 Eq. 12 Eq. 12 Eq. 12

�char 430 m/s [30] 430 m/s [30] 465 kg/(m2 s) [32] 465 kg/(m2 s) [32] 465 kg/(m2 s) [32]

⇢char 74,800 J/mol [30] 74,800 J/mol [30] 68,000 J/mol [32] 68,000 J/mol [32] 68,000 J/mol [32]

Vchar 0.2 [30] 0.2 [30] - - -

�⌘char −12 MJ/kg [30] −12 MJ/kg [30] −12 MJ/kg [30] −12 MJ/kg [30] −32 MJ/kg [33]

aO2 ,char 1.65 [30] 1.65 [30] 1.65 [30] 1.65 [30] 2.66 [33]

2.3 Simulation details202

All simulations which compared the decomposition models described in the previous section had a203

fuel bed with a depth of X = 8 cm and a bulk density of d1 = 20 kg/m3. However, we also tested204
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the effect of fuel bed structure in line with the experiments [22]. The alternative fuel bed structures205

are described in Table 2, where porosity is calculated as U = 1 � db/ds. All bed variations were206

simulated using the DM3 decomposition model, which was chosen after having evaluated the207

predictions of mass loss rate.

Table 2. Summary of the five fuel bed configurations simulated. Variations were made
either to bed depth, X, and/or bulk density, d1, (and by extension porosity, U). All
simulations which varied bed structure were conducted with the DM3 decomposition
model.

Simulation X (cm) d1 (kg/m
3
) U (-)

Bed1 8 20 0.969

Bed2 6 20 0.969

Bed3 10 20 0.969

Bed4 8 15 0.977

Bed5 4 40 0.938

208

Additional properties of the vegetative fuel which are required by the model are shown in Table 3.209

The fuel moisture content of the pine needles was set to 12 % (on a dry mass basis), which is210

representative of the experimental conditions [22, 25]. The density of the char and ash were211

estimated from the dry density and the measured yields of these components by assuming212

negligible shrinking of the particle. Upon reaching complete conversion to ash, particles were213

removed from the domain. This was done to mimic the loss of bed structure at the trailing edge of214

the moving front (Fig. 2). A representative gaseous fuel with a composition of C2.1H6.2O2.2 was215

assumed to result from pyrolysis [26, 34], and the heat of combustion was set to 17 700 kJ/kg [21].216

The soot yield was set to 0.02 and a radiative fraction of 0.35 was enforced, following Mell et217

al. [7].

Table 3. Properties of the fuel bed not varied in the simulations (Table 1 or Table 2).

Property Value Ref Property Value Ref

2p,H2O 4.182 kJ/(kg K) [35] dH2O 1000 kg/m3 [35]

2p,dry,char,ash min(2.0, 1.1 + 0.0045)s) kJ/(kg K) [36] ddry 650 kg/m3 [22, 37]

�⌘H2O 2260 kJ/kg [30] fs 4660/m [22, 37]

�⌘pyr 418 kJ/kg [30, 36] achar 0.25 [31]

nH2O,dry 0.98 [38] aash 0.04 [31]

nchar,ash 0.75 [39]

218

The porous fuel layer was positioned on a flame spread table, which was modeled as a solid219

obstruction with a log law wall model for representing the tangential velocity in the unresolved220
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boundary layer. As with the fuel bed, convection is obtained using the maximum of either a free or221

forced convective coefficient - in this case using correlations for a flat plate. The table interacts222

with the surrounding radiation field based on a specified emissivity. Heat transfer into the table223

was modeled using a local 1-dimensional solution to the heat equation and approximate material224

properties for vermiculite (d =700 kg/m3, 2p =0.94 kJ/(kg K), : =0.19 kW/(m K), n = 0.65). As225

with the experiment, 2 mm thick sidewalls were also added to restrict the flow, with a height of226

3 cm above the height of the fuel bed. These walls were treated numerically in the same way as the227

table base. Full mathematical details of the treatment of solid boundaries are given in [27].228

Ignition was modeled with a thin (5 cm) 20 kW burner activated for 15 s at the start of the229

simulation.230

Fig. 2. Example of (left) experiment and (right) simulation, with particles colored by temperature
and fire represented by local heat release rate and soot concentration. This is intended for qualitative
illustration only, in order to present the physical scenario under consideration.

The table was set within a domain of 2.40 m by 2.28 m by 1.52 m to provide sufficient distance231

between the region of interest and any boundary. Boundary conditions were modeled as ’open’ due232

to the large extent of the room surrounding the experiment. This provides a Dirichlet condition for233

the solution of the Poisson equation for pressure head which is then used to update the velocity234

field. Temperature and species mass fractions are the ambient initial values if the flow is incoming235

(due to entrainment) and use values in the grid cell adjacent to the boundary if the flow is outgoing236

(allowing free advection out of the domain). The boundaries are also open to radiative losses.237

Details can be found in [27].238

For the majority of simulations the outer parts of the domain were resolved with cubic grid cells239

with a length scale of �G = 2 cm, while an inner region of 1.60 m by 0.72 m by 1.52 m (centered240

over the fuel bed) was resolved with cubic grid cells with length scale of �G = 1 cm. The domain241

was divided into 46 meshes in order to distribute the computational load across an equivalent242

number of CPUs. This is shown in Fig. 3.243

A key consideration for this choice was the adequate resolution of the solid-phase radiation244

attenuation: �G < 4/fsV [3]. However, we also conducted a sensitivity study where the grid cell245

length scale in the vicinity of the fuel bed was varied between �G = 3 cm and �G = 0.5 cm. We246

also tested the sensitivity of the resolution of the radiation solver. In all other simulations, the247

radiation solver was discretized over 100 solid angles, and the radiation solver is applied to every248

5th angle every 3rd time step. In the high resolution case, the solver was discretized over 300249
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Fig. 3. Subdivision of the numerical domain. The outer meshes (black) had a resolution of
�G = 2 cm and inner meshes (red) had a resolution of �G = 1 cm unless otherwise noted. The
outermost boundaries employed an ’open’ condition as described in the text.

angles and all angles were updated every time step.250

3. Results and discussion251

3.1 Effect of thermal decomposition252

Mass loss rate was selected as the primary variable of interest for comparing the decomposition253

models because this is connected not only to the rate of spread (time to consume all fuel) but also254

to the rate of energy release. The normalized mass loss rates for bed1 (see Table 2) are shown in255

Fig. 4 and are compared to the experimental data. The relative degree of fuel consumption is used256

on the x-axis in order to more clearly show the differences in quasi-steady behavior.257

The experiment, which was repeated five times for this fuel bed structure, had an average258

normalized mass loss rate of (2.4 ± 0.5) ◊ 10−3/s, taken in the period between 20 % and 80 % of259

the fuel being consumed. The reported uncertainty is the standard deviation over this period. The260

average final mass of any un-reacted material was negligible in the experiments. Over the same261

range of mass consumed, the simulations had average normalized mass loss rates of262

(5.8 ± 0.1) ◊ 10−3/s, (2.8 ± 0.1) ◊ 10−3/s, (2.7 ± 0.1) ◊ 10−3/s, (2.9 ± 0.1) ◊ 10−3/s, and263

(3.1 ± 0.1) ◊ 10−3/s for DM1-DM5, respectively. Using the common literature values (DM1)264

resulted in a mass loss rate 2.4 times the experimental mean. Changing the char oxidation model265

with fixed pyrolysis constants (DM2 to DM3) resulted in a decrease of 4 % in mass loss rate, while266

fixing the char model and adjusting the pyrolysis coefficients between fits for the two different267

TGA heating rates (DM3 to DM4) resulted in an increase of 8 %. The uncertainty introduced by268

the simple method for obtaining kinetic constants is not completely negligible. However, all cases269

with the pyrolysis model tuned to the TGA data overlap the range of experimental variability, and270

so this uncertainty may be considered acceptable depending on the application and the uncertainty271

in other submodels. Changing the char reaction to idealized combustion of carbon (DM3 to DM5)272

had more of an impact, resulting in an increase of 15 %.273

The quasi-steady mass loss rate can also be used as a metric to confirm adequate grid-resolution.274
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Fig. 4. Normalized mass loss rate versus fuel consumption ratio for the experiment with bed1 and
models DM1-DM5. The experiment line is an average of the five repeats, with the shaded region
representing the standard deviation.

Fig. 5 shows the effect as resolution is changed from the baseline value (�G =10 mm). Halving the275

length scale increased the simulated mass loss rate by 3 % while doubling it increased the276

prediction by 13 %. Increasing the length scale to 30 mm increased the predicted mass loss rate by277

41 % over the baseline value. The additional case with testing the radiation solver (as discussed in278

Section 2.3) was carried out on an intermediate resolution case (�G =20 mm) in order to reduce279

computational cost. Increasing the resolution of the radiation resulted in a change of <0.5 % at the280

equivalent grid resolution. The finer resolutions predicted mass loss rates within the experimental281

variability, and the similarity between the baseline and finest resolution demonstrates that the282

�G =10 mm grid was an acceptable compromise between accuracy and computational cost.283

In addition to the burning rate integrated over the entire surface of the table, the simulations allow284

examination of the mass loss of individual fuel particles. The evolution of the constituent285

components from a representative particle is shown in Fig. 6, along with the particle temperature.286

The particle was located within the bed (0.02 m above the table surface), at the bed centerline, and287

0.5 m away from the ignition (where the fire had established quasi-steady spread).288

The mass loss rate corresponding to particle ignition is not trivial to determine, but for the sake of289

comparison we can take the point at which the first 1 % of the dry mass was consumed. For this290

one representative particle, this corresponds to temperatures of 218 °C, 425 °C, 423 °C, 356 °C,291

and 464 °C for DM1-DM5, respectively. The time to consume the remainder of the dry mass was292

4.6 s, 9.5 s, 9.9 s, 7.8 s, and 8.7 s, respectively. The differences in the burning rate of the whole293

bed can be correlated with lower onset temperatures and more rapid pyrolysis, particularly for294

DM1 but also for DM4.295

The effect of the char reaction rate model is of limited significance at a macro-scale (compare the296

similarity between DM2 and DM3 in Fig. 4) but the assumptions around the heat of reaction and297
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Fig. 5. Quasi-steady normalized mass loss rate as a function of numerical resolution. Values are
the average (± standard deviation) over the period of 0.2  (1 � m/m0)  0.8.

oxygen stoichiometric coefficient are more important. Greater insight can be gained when298

comparing at particle scale. The peak temperatures of the exothermic oxidation reaction are299

1327 °C, 1186 °C, 916 °C, 911 °C, and 1402 °C, respectively. In addition to higher temperatures300

when using the previous reaction rate model (Eq. 11), the reactions are more rapid. Interestingly,301

in DM1 there is a delay on the order of 10 s between the end of pyrolysis and the onset of char302

oxidation. With the constants used in DM1, the pyrolysis ends at a low temperature compared to303

the peak of the oxidation reaction and so it takes longer for the feedback from the exothermic304

reaction to establish. The mass transfer limit of the updated model lowers the peak temperature305

and prolongs the reaction. However, the case with an increased heat of reaction has the highest306

temperature. There is also again a delay between pyrolysis and char oxidation. In this case, it is307

likely related to the increased oxygen requirement which limits overlap of the char oxidation and308

flaming region and reduces oxygen entrainment from the trailing edge of the char oxidation zone.309

Peak reaction temperatures for glowing char oxidation in cellulosic materials have been measured310

in the range of roughly 800 °C to 1100 °C [32, 39, 40]. While the mass transport based model311

Eq. (12) appears capable of producing more realistic results, particularly in DM3 and DM4, more312

work is needed to reduce uncertainty around the selection of parameters for the char model, such313

as the heat of combustion.314

3.2 Effect of bed structure315

Using the DM3 decomposition model, the influence of bed structure on flame spread rate was316

explored. Following Campbell-Lochrie et al. [22, 41], the structure of the bed can be summarized317

by the dimensionless parameter UfsX (recall that U is the bed porosity, fs is the particle318

surface-to-volume ratio, and X is the depth of the fuel bed). Campbell-Lochrie et al. [22] showed a319

linear correlation of spread rate with this parameter over a range of values.320

A comparison of simulated to experimental spread rates for several bed structures is shown in321
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Fig. 7. The simulated spread rates were determined from an average of the local advancement of322

the flame position determined using a 30 s moving window, over the period of quasi-steady spread.323

The simulations predict a similar overall relationship, though there is a deviation for the lowest324

value of UfsX tested. The predicted spread in this case falls outside the proposed linear325

relationship, including the experimental uncertainty as determined determined by a 95 %326

prediction interval on the fit. A similar trend was observed for the average mass loss rate, but fewer327

experimental measurements were available for comparison so we focus on the spread rate.328

Fig. 6. Response of a single particle within the fuel bed for decomposition models: a-e) DM1-5.
The black lines represent the density of components of water, dry virgin vegetation, and char,
respectively. The ash component is not shown for clarity (comprises only 1 % of the dry mass).
The temperature of the particle is shown in red.

It is interesting to note that the simulations qualitatively capture the competing effects of bed329
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properties. For example, with the 8 cm fuel bed, reducing the bulk density by 25 % reduced the330

available energy but increased the porosity, resulting in spread which increased by 8 %. On the331

other hand, also reducing the mass by 25 % by reducing the depth of the fuel bed to 6 cm but332

maintaining the porosity led to a reduction in spread of 16 %. Maintaining the same mass as the333

bed1 case but compacting it to half the depth reduced the predicted spread by roughly 50 %.334

However, as noted above, this value deviates somewhat from the experimental trend. The depth of335

the fuel in this case begins to approach the grid resolution (only 4 cells across the depth of the bed)336

and so numerical sensitivity may play a more significant role. More work is needed to understand337

the effect of resolution as a function of bed properties. In addition, it was observed that for the338

lowest fuel loading the behavior was dominated by flame spread between individual needles which339

is unresolved in this modeling approach. Nevertheless these are encouraging results for340

demonstrating the ability of the model to capture the importance of bed structure at higher341

loadings and bulk densities.342

Fig. 7. Flame spread rate as a function of bed structure (UfBX). Experimental error bars represent
the standard deviation of multiple repeats and the uncertainty in particle properties [22], and the
shaded area represents a 95 % prediction interval on a linear fit. Simulation error bars represent the
standard deviation during the period of steady spread.

3.3 Heat flux predictions343

Radiative heat flux was measured in the experiments at a number of locations. Of particular344

interest are those made at the surface of the table (bottom of the fuel bed) and the top of the fuel345

bed, with an upward-looking orientation. The measurements give an indication of the magnitude346

and duration of heating from the combined fuel bed and flame zone and from the flame zone only,347

and they are useful for checking the representation in the model. Here we compare to simulations348

of bed1 (Table 2) with model DM3 (Table 1).349

The time histories of the heat fluxes are shown in Fig. 8. For the sake of comparison, experiment350

and simulation times have been adjusted to the respective arrival of the fire. As the sapphire351
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windows transmit only in the range of roughly 0.2 to 5.5 µm, an additional error estimate is shown352

to account for the potential to miss longer wavelength radiation. For example, from a graybody353

emitter at 1200 K (representative of the char oxidation) roughly 25 % of the radiative energy is354

emitted above 5.5 µm and may be excluded by the window [35]. This error estimate is only a355

rough approximation as it simplifies both the spectrum of emission and transmission, but it gives356

some indication of the potential uncertainty in the measurement.357

Fig. 8. (a) Radiative heat flux at table surface and upper surface of the fuel bed. (b) Net convective
and radiative flux for the particle shown in Fig. 6c compared to the particle mass loss rate. Times
are adjusted relative to the approximate arrival of the flame front.

The simulation over-predicts the peak experimental radiative flux by 42 % at the table surface and358

86 % at the upper surface of the fuel bed. However, when estimating the effect of window spectral359

transmissivity, the predicted peak flux at the table surface is within 5% of the measurement. The360

model captures the significant increase in heat flux at the table surface compared to the top of the361

bed, though this ratio is 2.6 in the simulation compared to 3.4 in the experiment. Unlike the362

experiment, the model predicts that the peak radiative flux at the top of the bed occurs slightly363

before that at the base. The degree of uncertainty in experimental gauge position and angle is364

unknown, and the upper gauge may also locally affect the flame spread (due to the intrusive365

placement in the fuel bed). However, this may also indicate a discrepancy in the predicted shape of366

the flame surface, and future investigation may be useful.367

A summary of all peak heat flux measurements at the table surface (bottom of the fuel bed) is368

given in Fig. 9. This summary demonstrates a clear trend in increasing radiative flux with spread369

rate even with the inherent experimental variability on a case-by-case basis. Simulation values are370

within the range of the error bars. The tendency to predict high radiative fluxes can be seen but371

this agrees with the trend given the higher values of predicted spread. The only exception is the372

simulation which corresponds to the shallow fuel bed. As discussed, the coarser relative resolution373

means that the bed radiation attenuation is likely not well-resolved and this can help explain the374

high peak flux despite the slow spread.375

The simulated net heat fluxes to the representative target particle are also shown in Fig. 8. Prior to376

the arrival of the fire the heating is dominated by radiation which begins to drive the drying of the377

particle. However, the peak of the drying reaction occurs after the arrival of the fire, at which point378
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Fig. 9. Peak radiative heat flux at the table surface (bottom of the fuel bed) as a function of
bed structure (UfBX). Values are from a 1-second moving average and are adjusted for window
transmission band, as described in the text. Experimental error bars represent the maximum
deviation of multiple repeats and the uncertainty in particle properties [22, 41]. Simulation error
bars also represent the maximum deviation from an average of three samples obtained within the
fuel bed.

surrounding gas-phase conditions produce convective heating on the same order of magnitude as379

the radiation. The maximum values are 15 kW/m2 and 11 kW/m2 for convection and radiation,380

respectively. As the particle pyrolyzes and then begins to oxidize it increases in temperature, both381

net fluxes reach large negative values, with minimums of −47 kW/m2 and −30 kW/m2,382

respectively. It is interesting to note that the balance between the particle cooling and the383

exothermic char oxidation will affect the temperature and duration of the smoldering. The model384

proposed for convection (and by extension the mass transfer coefficient for oxygen) considers an385

ideal configuration of the bed which may not hold as the burning bed begins to collapse, and the386

sensitivity to this parameter may also be worth considering in future.387

4. Conclusions388

A CFD model with a multiphase approach was used to simulate flame spread in pine needle beds389

in quiescent conditions. An evaluation of coefficients used to model drying and pyrolysis thermal390

decomposition indicated the possibility of significant sensitivity. If fuel-specific information is not391

available this work demonstrated the potential for a discrepancy of a factor of 2.4 in the predicted392

mass loss rate, when compared to experimental measurements. Sensitivity to fitting kinetic393

pyrolysis parameters � and ⇢ to limited data (i.e. a single heating rate from TGA test) was also394

explored, but the effect on mass loss rate was less significant (change of 8 %). A diffusion-based395

approach for modeling the rate of char oxidation was also tested. The impact on global mass loss396

rate was small (4 %), but the temperature and duration of the smoldering were more realistic.397

Additionally increasing the char heat of combustion and mass stoichiometric coefficient of oxygen398
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to assume combustion of pure carbon had a more significant impart on mass loss rate (15 %).399

However, these parameters, as well as the kinetic parameters for char oxidation, are still not based400

on direct measurement of the specific fuel under relevant conditions so more work is needed to401

evaluate this simple char model.402

These results must also be viewed as scenario-specific. For example, the importance of wind in403

certain fire spread scenarios may dominate over the sensitivity to the decomposition models.404

Nevertheless, these findings indicate the consideration which must be given when selecting model405

parameters. The effect of using more detailed pyrolysis models, such as with oxidative pyrolysis,406

can be explored in future work.407

Finally, numerical predictions from one of the thermal decomposition models were evaluated408

against experimental observations in more detail to interrogate the ability to capture the relevant409

processes. Despite the overall simplicity of the selected approach, the model was able to410

qualitatively represent the role of fuel bed structure on flame spread rate. Likewise, investigation411

of heat fluxes showed qualitative agreement in the relationship between radiation and spread rate412

and the significant contribution of in-bed compared to above-bed radiation. This exercises413

demonstrates the potential of the model as a tool to independently explore chemistry and structure414

effects in a systematic and controlled manner.415
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Supplementary Material539

5.1 Comparison of pyrolysis models540

The impact of fitting to either a low (5 K/min) or high (35 K/min) heating rate was evaluated by541

using the model fit parameters (Table 1) to simulate a TGA test which was conducted at an542

intermediate heating rate of 15 K/min. The results are shown in Fig. 10. The TGA tests show a543

peak pyrolysis reaction temperature of 334 °C while the model obtained with the low heating rate544

is at 365 °C and that from the high heating rate is at 308 °C. This shift in the peak is analogous to545

that described in Section 3.1. A similar discrepancy when fitting a single reaction to a single546

heating rate was described by Amini et al. [18]. More detailed approaches may be required in547

cases where the sensitivity dominates the overall model predictions.548
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Fig. 10. TGA data at a heating rate of 15 K/min compared to the modeled response with fits
from model DM2/3 (obtained from 5 K/min data) and model DM4 (obtained from 35 K/min data).
Experimental curves are averages of three tests.
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